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Tucker Carlson Fact-Bombs January 6
Delusion; Regime Goes Hysterical

Over Monday and Tuesday of this week, Tucker
Carlson used his primetime slot to dismantle the1

carefully sculpted delusion which constitutes the
regime’s “official line” on the events of January 6,
2021. He used security camera video previously only
available to the farcical Congressional J6 Committee
but released in February to Carlson by Speaker Kevin
McCarthy, to deconstruct the manufactured narrative.

The response by the regime was immediate and very
violent. Senator Chuck Schumer went the Senate floor
on Tuesday and demanded that Tucker Carlson be
completely censored—that he be taken off the air.
Senator Mitch McConnell blubbered that Carlson had
made a bad “mistake” and should immediately cease
and desist. By Wednesday, the Biden White House had
joined the hysteria in full froth . As Carlson noted on2

Tuesday night , the reaction demonstrated that Schumer3

and the nominal Republicans who joined him in
condemning the release and public showing of the
actual video from January 6th were “on the same side”
and united in their disdain for the people of the United
States.

The U.S. government has arrested and charged more
than 1,000 people for the January 6 riot; the Justice
Department says it will still be arresting 200 more.
Meanwhile there have been no serious prosecutions of

3https://www.fox.com/watch/520eb9dbd57a27d85dc96aa0c5
19966b/

2https://www.cnn.com/2023/03/08/media/tucker-carlson-whit
e-house/index.html

1https://www.fox.com/watch/c9c9d9021a22454e26903eb352
75cb0c/

the rioters of the summer of 2020—riots which were far
more violent and deadly. In addition, they are
attempting to prosecute President Trump for January
6th after orchestrating a phony impeachment of the
President based on the same events. Both the current
Special Counsel investigation and the impeachment
aimed at preventing a Trump second term as demanded
by the British House of Lords and other oligarchical
globalist formations .4

More than 100 of the J6 defendants have been jailed
under brutal conditions prior to trial for many months
at the DC jail, dubbed the DC Gulag by its inhabitants.
Few defendants have had access to the actual video of
the riot, most of which the government has kept under
a rigidly enforced protective order, allowing
prosecutors to cherry pick scenes which benefit the
prosecutors. They have denied any exculpatory
footage to defense attorneys. The government has also
completely resisted unveiling the many federal agents
operating among the protesters—or what they did in
the course of January 6th and the run-up to it .5

As we have repeatedly emphasized, any examination
of January 6th without considering the year-long
regime change deployment to rig the election and
defeat Donald Trump, seriously distorts the reality of
what happened. Through such operations as the
Transition Integrity Initiative, the regime mapped out
its conspiracy to rig the election while also planning

5https://www.larouchepac.com/january_6_producers_lay_ano
ther_egg_albeit_a_very_rotten_one

4https://www.larouchepac.com/january_6th_an_orchestrated_
event_fully_played_by_the_globalists
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for the possibility that Trump might win. If Trump
won, the plan was to unleash violence—using Antifa
and other assets throughout the United States to
instigate a military coup if necessary .6

Any violence orchestrated by provocateurs on January
6th should be put in this context and the attention by
House Republicans now investigating these events
should be focused on the year-long operations of the
actual coup plotters and on the deliberate sabotage of
security arrangements for the Capitol by DC Mayor
Muriel Bowser, Speaker Pelosi, and then Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell. McConnell, who
played a key role in the failed and absent security
measures for January 6th, said he was “exhilarated” by
the J6 riot because it “finally discredited Donald
Trump,” which was obviously part of the plan.

By Wednesday, the regime was airing distorted quotes
from the ongoing lawsuit by Dominion Voting against
Fox News, the center of which was a text by Tucker
Carlson in the wake of the January 6 riot saying he
passionately hated Donald Trump. Whatever
hysterical reaction Carlson and others had to the
January 6 riot, everyone who follows him knows that
Carlson does not now hate Donald Trump but views
him with unbridled fascination.

Tucker’s Monday show demonstrated that once inside
the Capitol many demonstrators, including the famous
Q Anon Shaman, Jacob Chansley, were accompanied
by Capitol Police in a largely peaceful tour of the
building. Chansley, who is a diagnosed schizophrenic,
is spending four years in prison for the symbolism he
provided to the narrative, dressed as a Shaman with
face paint and horns and carrying a flag mounted on a
long pole which the government deemed a violent
weapon. As his attorney emphasized, he was never
violent, he was psychologically devastated by his jail
conditions, and his attorney was never provided with
the exculpatory footage Tucker Carlson showed.

Carlson also showed video of Officer Brian Sicknick,
who the Democrats and allied Republicans said had
died when Trump supporters bashed his head in with a
fire extinguisher, alive and energetically walking

6https://www.larouchepac.com/defeat_the_color_revolution_i
n_progress

through the Capitol long after his alleged injury.
Sicknick died of a stroke the day after the riot,
according to the DC Medical Examiner, and had no
injuries consistent with the media’s claim which was
repeated over and over again in the weeks following
his death. Nancy Pelosi and Mitch McConnell
arranged for the equivalent of a state funeral for
Sicknick, with his body lying in state in the Capitol,
not to honor Sicknick but to stoke their narrative.
Sicknick’s family now maintains that his confrontation
with demonstrators did contribute to his death and is
pursuing a multi-million dollar wrongful death law suit
now against President Trump. Earlier they had said
that the Pelosi/McConnell/media narrative was false.
This is how truth gets obscured and discarded in the
regime’s Washington.

Carlson showed that the J6 Committee’s accusation
that Senator Josh Hawley exhibited overt cowardice
when he ran out of the Capitol was based upon a
deliberate doctoring of the tape by the J6 Committee.
Finally, Tucker Carlson’s forensic examination of the
tape proved that the provocateur, Ray Epps, lied to the
J6 Committee regarding his whereabouts during the
breach of the Capitol. Epps remains the sole person
caught on tape inciting and virtually ordering
demonstrators into the Capitol building. He was
obviously deployed by some U.S. or foreign
intelligence agency, but he has been completely
protected by the regime.
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